Department of Dance All Faculty Meeting/Orientation Agenda

Monday, September 28, 2020 ~ 9:00 am - 11:00 am

ZOOM: https://washington.zoom.us/j/91326803520?pwd=REtGelhsZDgxcmhJT1lSNjNJZEp2dz09
Meeting ID: 913 2680 3520
Passcode: 715978

1. Introductions (Christina Sunardi)
2. First day procedures and wait list priority (Kelly Canaday)
3. Placement (Christina Sunardi)
4. Preparing students for Zoom dance classes (Jen Salk)
5. Emergency evacuation (Christina Sunardi)
6. Safe Campus (Kelly Canaday)
7. Email, communications and transparency (Christina Sunardi)
8. Student Evaluations (Christina Sunardi)
9. Syllabus Guidelines, Including Consent Language (Christina Sunardi)
10. Showings (Christina Sunardi)
11. Disability Resources for Students (Christina Sunardi)
12. Lockers (Christina Sunardi)
13. Productions (Alana Isiguen)
14. Open Public Meetings (Christina Sunardi)